
 
Minutes, Occupy Helena General Assembly of 1/7/2012 

 
Present: Jen (facilitating), Debra, Jan, Sandy, Frank, Sue, Emily, Gary (minutes) 
 
Previous minutes not available for reading 
 
No existing agenda 
 
New agenda items: 
 

 newsletter group report 

 how minutes are done/posted; media/e-mail list/communications more generally 

 communications with other Occupy groups 

 followup re: Dec. 10 GA and Dunwell Report 

 proposals 
 
Discussion of copyright issues w/ respect to newsletter, any other publications; whether or not need to 
research in more detail. Some suggestions that not likely to be issue since not charging/making money, if 
checked original not copyrighted; and that "fair use" allows some limited excerpting w/o permission; Jim 
Kammerer might be go-to (for starters) if research further 
 
Content suggestions for next newsletter (content deadline in to Emily by 1/15) 
 

 fitness benefits of Occupy (Sandy to draft something) 

 Frank shortened version of "Why I Occupy" 

 Sue check for suitable cartoons 
 
Money matters: can $59 contributed at Corporation showing go to Newsletter printing? Community 
Connections will discuss. Pass hat for newsletter 
 
Frank: send newsletter to Northern Rockies Independent Media 
 
Sandy: newsletter item about Corporation; summarize thoughts that came out in discussion afterwards 
(Sue's notes?) 
 
Comm. Conn. will meet Mon. 1/9 at public area of Library; no new items; teach-in idea under discussion 
 
Media workgroup report (Sandy delivered for Rick) 
 
Dunwell Report 
 

 Dunwell contacted Tamara 

 planning to re-run original report (not Darlington show); considering followup 

 Rick (or Tamara?) happy to co-ordinate followup show 
 
Proposal: proceed to recruit folks for followup; request he add current contact info to re-run CONSENSUS 
 
Suggestion: communicate to e-mail list that anyone speaking for OH must have consensus of GA 
Suggestion: use as opportunity to educate media how OH operates; e-mail media outlets? Make GA 
consensus approval as spokesperson explicit at outset of piece 
 
 

 Talk to media commitee to tell them about media proposals i.e how Occupy process works 
 



Proposed: let issue of Darlington/Dunwell die a natural death 
 
Technology workgroup report: 
 

 occupyhelena.org is up and re-directs to Wordpress 

 Sandy will be trained to upload GA minutes, but isn't yet 

 Is Rick interested in training others to reduce load? Sandy thinks so 

 Should there be traveling packet of materials for facilitators? Debra will repair PROPOSED and 
CONSENSUS  

 Rick wants to keep top of front page of website fairly static, with changing content following (easier 
maintenance) 

 Rick interested in getting trained on HCTV equip. to expand possibilities to create future content for 
The OH Show (via checking-out their equip.); Frank will be going by HCTV for something else and 
will inquire about this: PROPOSED and CONSENSUS 

 
PROPOSED: note-taker commits to having minutes completed and e-mailed to next GA facilitator and 
occupyhelena@gmail.com within 2 days after GA CONSENSUS 
 
Report of Direct Action committee for Dec. 17: 
 
Concluded most proposed activities were not doable in time frame; instead prepared timeline/Your Turn 
column, and held event on Dec. 17 involving alternative Occupy-themed carols during brief march with 
signs; open forum afterwards w/ refreshments, poetry, sharing, commemoration of Bouazizi's 
self-immolation; ~22 attended 
 
(note for future events: didn't get pictures! should!) 
 
Proposal: essay/art contest -- from community (e.g., HS kids) re: Occupy movement 
 
PROPOSAL: should be ongoing Direct Action workgroup keeping track of ideas proposed CONSENSUS 
 
PROPOSAL: establish membership list for all existing workgroups (Debra will compile as known and e-mail 
to full list for any requested additions/removals); make sure all members are kept included in all workgroup 
communications (even if, e.g., they miss a meeting) CONSENSUS 
 
Discussion: names being listed on workgroups, in minutes 
 
PROPOSAL: don't list people's full names on anything going onto website without approval; use first names 
only going forward 
 
Discussion: how to simplify e-mail list(s); suggestion: make sure subject line reflects content; consider 
whether needs to go to whole group or small group; ideally, send only to occupyhelena@gmail.com for 
distribution to full (current, accurate) list 
 
Discussion of time for next DA workgroup mtg. Decided: Thur., 1/12, noon, Library Lobby 
 
GA Sat., 1/14 3 p.m.: Emily facilitates, Frank takes notes; place to be announced 
 
 


